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Medical Supplies on Demand is a Texas based medical supply company that has been in business for over ten years.

We deliver 'High Quality and Low Cost' medical supplies.

Medical Supplies on Demand has the ability to deliver the supplies you demand within days of purchasing, because we only sell what we have in inventory.
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AMBULATORY

SUNRISE Sunrise Commode Painted Steel with Back (30213-4) Model 30213-4 Sunrise Medical the guardian each SY care® painted steel commode offers unique features and high quality at an affordable cost. The 3-in-1 design allows for use as a raised toilet seat, bedside commode or toilet safety frame. The steel frame is rust resistant and offers greater durability.

Each: $36.71 Case: $146.83

APPAREL

BUSSE Busse Spunbonded Bouffant Caps (328) Busse Spunbonded Bouffant Caps, 24" Case of 500: $164.70

APPAREL

KIMBERLY CLARK Kimberly-Clark Cap Bouffant Cushion Band Rayon Blue Adjustable (60400) Kimberly-Clark protective bouffant cap, coverage: hair materials: protective 3-layer fabric exposure anticipated: potential for light fluid contamination from splashing or spraying Case of 300: $77.36

APPAREL


APPAREL

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES Medline Shirt Scrub Medium (NON27202M) Disposable scrub wear-shirt, v-neck, blue, medium Case of 30: $31.15

APPAREL

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES Medline Scrub Shirt, Round-Neck (NON27212XL) Disposable scrub wear-shirt, round neck, blue, x-large. Case of 30: $33.30

APPAREL

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES Antistatic Classic Lab Jackets - Blue, Latex-Free - X-Large (NONRP600XL) Medline's latex-free Classic Lab Jackets fall just below the waist, proving less constricting than the lab coat. Made with protective SMS material that is fluid-resistant, breathable, and comfortable. Features knit collar and cuffs, five snap-front closure and three reinforced pockets. Case of 30: $59.23

High Quality and Low Cost
TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Banta Exam Cape 3 Ply White (920421)
Disposable exam cape, 30 in. X 21-23 in., front/back opening.
Case of 100: $11.63

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Exam Cape, 56 (980858)
Exam cape non-woven dexter material, breathable bacterial barrier, front or back opening (30" x 21") 56" x 21" - Medium blue, crepe exterior absorbs runoff fluid, long term
Case of 100: $30.36

CONMED
Conmed Ultraclean 1 in. Needle, Single Use, Sterile (139102)
Electrode cautery needle standard length ptfe sterile disposable. For use with active Life, sur-fit natura, and sur-fit autolock pouches.
Case of 50: $195.38

CONMED
Conmed Gel Electrode (1750-005)
Electrode stress/holter snap style round tape solid gel adult monitoring
Box of 10: $11.40   Case of 120: $136.79

CONMED
Adult Strippers - 5 Lead (38-402-1)
Stripper pre-gelled silver EKG chloride 5-elect. Strippers are designed for rapid placement to reduce costly set-up time. Allows the chest to be free from electrodes - ideal for open heart application.
Case of 100: $639.86

GE HEALTHCARE
Ge Medical Cuff, 1 Tube Bayonet Connector Large (2364)
Ge Medical Cuff, 1 Tube Bayonet Connector Size: Adult Large Color: Rose/White Limb Circumference: 31-40 cm
Box of 20: $125.52

VERMED INC
Vermed Electrode 1-3/8 in Foam Solid Gel Metal Snap (A10009-100F)
Vermed Silverest A10009-100F 1 3/8" foam, wet gel, diagnostic electrode. Silverest adult diagnostic electrodes for resting ekg and echo sound.
Bag of 10: $10.69   Case of 1000: $106.93
VERMED INC
Vermed Electrode Performance Plus For Stress And Holter Testing (A10006-5)
Vermed A10006-5, Electrode Performance Plus for Stress Test. 1 7/8” diameter foam metal snap. hypoallergenic adhesive • latex free.
**Box of 100: $21.08**  **Case of 600: $126.45**

CASTING

BSN MEDICAL
BSN Medical Cast Splint System 1 in. x 15 ft. (OG-1L2)
Cast splint ortho-glass® 1 inch x 15 feet white. Each side stretch padding covers all edges, while the patented roll form eliminates any wasted product. No wrong side application. Minimum water needed to activate.
**Each: $32.10**  **Case of 2: $64.22**

CLINICAL LABORATORY

FISHER
Fisher Paper Lens (11996)
Fisher -- Never scratches glass lenses, objectives, or other delicate surfaces doesn't become harsh; doesn't readily collect dust or grease virtually lint-free sheets are glued and bound in a booklet for easy removal. dispenser box same paper as above, but packaged in a convenient dispenser box for fast, single-sheet removal. individual sheets measure 5l x 7 in.w (13 x 18cm).
**Box of 12: $7.90**

FISHER
Fisher Premium Cover Glass (12-545-88)
Fisherfinest* superslip cover slips microscopy; fisherfinest superslip; built-in moisture resistance; thickness: no. 1. size: 24 x 50 mm
**Case of 10: $70.05**

FISHER
Fisher Transfer Pipet 5.8 ml Sterile (13-711-9C)
Pipet sterile 5.8ml grdp 1ml unbreakable all-in-one pipets eliminate the hazards of broken glass and exposure to infectious materials. gamma radiation-sterilized pipets are ideal for special applications in microbiology, bacteriology, research.
**Box of 500: $29.70**

FISHER
Fisher Rack Test Tube 10x13 mm (1478115)
Polypropylene holder and dryer for tubes: 10 to 13Mm dia. rack, drying polypropylene
**Case of 24: $149.07**

FISHER
Fisher Poxgrid 2 Way Rack (147965)
Fisherbrand two-way slant racks for tubes: 20 mm for incubating liquid cultures on slant during tissue culture processes; autoclavable; white, vinyl-coated steel.
**Each: $24.38**

High Quality and Low Cost
**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Specimen Container, Graduated, 40 oz Pitcher (1200 ml), Translucent (02033)**
Specimen container, graduated, 40 oz pitcher (1200 ml), translucent clear, 5 oz increments, without lid, polypropylene

*Case of 60: $31.28*

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Laboratory Container with Lid, 16 oz (0.5 Liter), Wide Opening, Translucent (02752)**
Laboratory Container with Lid, 16 oz (0.5 Liter), Wide Opening, Translucent

*Case of 100: $38.98*

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Histology Container, Starplex®, 8.5 oz (250 ml), Translucent Polypropylene (P02-H2502-C)**
Histology Container, Starplex®, 8.5 oz (250 ml), Translucent Polypropylene, Non-Sterile, with Formalin Warning Label & O-Ring Cap.

*Case of 100: $57.66*

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Transport Swabs, Liquid Stuarts Media, Starswab, Sterile, Teal Cap (P02-SP132)**
Transport Swabs, Anaerobic Tube, Liquid Stuarts Media, Starswab™, Dacron Tip, Sterile, Single Swab, Plastic Shaft, Teal Cap, Protective Overskirt and Cap Ring, Thick Wall Protects Media from Dehydration, Spiral Medica Chamber.

*Case of 500: $238.57*

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Specimen Bag, Biohazard Symbol, 9" X 12", Zip-Closure, 2 mil (49-99)**
Specimen Bag, Biohazard Symbol, Zip-Closure, 9" X 12", Clear with Black and Red Print, 2 mil

*Case of 1000: $90.14*

**PROPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.**

**Propper Cover Glass Rectangular 22 X 40 MM (141107)**
Made of glass that is clear, fog- and corrosive-resistant, these cover glasses are supplied cleaned, washed and ready to use. No. 1 thickness — 0.13 to 0.17mm

*Ounce: $3.63*

**PURITAN MEDICAL PRODUCTS CO.**

**Puritan Medical 5-1/2" x .025" Urethro-Genital Calgiswab (Sterile) (25-801 A)**
Flexible Urethro-Genital applicator Specimen collection for testing and screening STD testing Pediatrics Ophthalmology Veterinary care Miniature (calcium alginate) fiber tip Flexible aluminum shaft

*Pack of 100: $31.82   Case: $318.22*
**DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS**

**GRAHAM FIELD**

**Graham Field Patricia™ Adult Sphygmomanometer**
Patricia™ Adult Sphygmomanometer has black enamel manometer, which reads pressures from 20 mm Hg to 300 mm Hg, is color coordinated to the black cotton cuff. The cuff has artery indicator label and gauge holder for maximum convenience. Two-tube latex bladder and standard chrome-plated air release and end valves. Comes complete with zippered case.

*Each: $27.00*

---

**GRAHAM FIELD**

**Graham Field Pink Dual Head Stethoscope**
Dual Head Stethoscope Anodized aluminum rotating chestpiece with recessed non-chill ring and adjustable steel binaural. 22" latex-free ‘Y’ tubing. Color: Pink

*Each: $11.42*

---

**SMITHS MEDICAL**

**Smith Medical Level 1 - Thermistor General Purpose Probe (Esophageal/Rectal), 12 French. (ER400-12)**
Smiths Medical Level 1® disposable General Purpose Probes are placed in the esophagus, rectum, nasopharynx, or axilla to provide the clinician with an accurate measurement of a patient’s core body temperature. 30” (76 cm) white PVC sleeve prevents exposure of the lead wire and is a barrier to moisture. Insulated and capped sensor tip reduces risk of electrical shock or burn. Smooth rounded tip for...

*Box of 20: $80.13*

---

**SMITHS MEDICAL**

**Smith Medical Manometer Set 35 cm (MX441B)**
Smith medical -- Manometer CVP 4 way stpck 35ml manomenter 50in ext w/inj. Site male luer lock 2 pole clamps latex-free lot dependent pathway sterile.

*Case of 10: $66.34*

---

**TRIMLINE MEDICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION**

**Trimline Replacement Blood Pressure Bulb & Valve**
Trimline Medical's Blood Pressure products are made of the highest quality materials, to exacting standards for increased performance and reliability. All of Trimline Medical's products are made to comply with ISO standards to ensure that it will perform to a high standard during patient testing.

*Each: $9.64*

---

**GRAHAM FIELD**

**Graham Field Jar Dressing 4x4 W/Lid**
Graham field 3461 unlabeled dressing jar with cover, 4" x 4".

*Case of 6: $44.98*

---

**SIEMENS MEDICAL SOLUTIONS/BAYER HEALTHCARE**

**Bayer Strip Keto Dia-Stix Reagent**
Keto-Diastix urine test strip, 50/bt. Keto-diastix reagent strips provide a fast, convenient way of testing urine for the presence and concentration of glucose and ketone (acetoacetic acid). Acetoacetic acid can be found in the urine from persons with diabetes and is more commonly referred to as a "Ketone Body." When dipped in urine, these test areas change color according to the amount of glucose...

*Each: $8.72*

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
ACMI

Acmi Probe Suction-Irrigation with Spike (005200-902B)
Acmi Corson Disposable Suction-Irrigation Probe, with spike for bag systems, 28 cm long.
Box of 8: $297.00

ACMI

Berkeley SafeTouch Collection System (003984-901)
The risk of exposure to deadly viruses such as hiv and hepatitis b is a serious concern of health care professionals. As a result, there is always a need for one more protective barrier in the operating room. Now, Acmi Berkeley has introduced a completely secure and disposable closed containment unit for vacuum curettage—the berkeley safetouch collection system. System includes the following: tiss...
Box of 10: $109.42

ANSELL

Sterile Penrose Tubing 18 (5771123)
This sterile tubing is made from cream-colored natural rubber latex. Available in 12" or 18" lengths for postoperative passive wound drainage. X-ray opaque.
Box of 50: $18.81 Case of 200: $75.24

ANSELL

Sterile Penrose Tubing 1 (5771128)
This sterile tubing is made from cream-colored natural rubber latex. Available in 12" or 18" lengths for postoperative passive wound drainage. X-ray opaque.
Box of 50: $18.81 Box of 200: $75.24

TELEFLEX WECK

Weck Tube Suction Coagulation 6 inch Disposable (809600)
Coagulation tube suction 6" dispenser 11fr, brass canula and plug, with foot control.
Box of 10: $78.38

3M COMPANY

Pouch Instrument Steri-Drape Long (3082)
3M Pouch Instrument Steri-Drape, 9 5/8" x 18". Sterile. Clear plastic. Holds long instruments, 3 compartments, 2 adhesive strips. Used to organize and secure instruments on sterile field. Adhesive strip at each end helps hold pouch securely on field and allows cores to be confined and organized behind pouch.
Box of 10: $32.55 Case of 40: $144.53

3M COMPANY

Drape Surgical Steri-Drape (1033)
Drape Surgical Steri-Drape, 20 inches x 20 inches (50 cm x 50 cm) isolation bag, clear plastic, draw string closure
Box of 10: $55.86 Case of 40: $223.44
**DRAPE**

**TIDI BANTA CORPORATION**

**Banta Drape Sheet 2 Ply Tissue White (918302)**

Banta Drape Sheets, 2 Ply Tissue, 40 x 48, white, 66 cm x 121.92 cm.

**Case of 100: $15.85**

----

**FIRST AID**

**ALLEGIANCE**

**Allegiance Pad Prep Alcohol Medium Sterile (043101)**

Allegiance® Alcohol-Treated Prep Pads use our alcohol-Treated prep pads as a topical antiseptic for preparation of the skin prior to an injection. Soft, absorbent, two-ply nonwoven pads are saturated with 70% isopropyl alcohol.

**Case of 4000: $38.88**

----

**ALLEGIANCE**

**Esteem XP Powder-Free Stretchy Nitrile Exam Gloves (N8853XP)**

Esteem Nitrile Exam Glove, non-sterile synthetic powder-free, beaded cuff, large, 12 in long.

**Case of 500: $104.42**

----

**GLOVE**

**ANSELL**

**Surgical Gloves, Latex, Sterile, Size 8.5, Encore®, Cream, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free (5785006)**

Surgical Gloves, Natural Rubber Latex, Size 8.5, Encore®, Cream, Beaded Cuff, Powder-Free, Continuous Polymer Coating for Damp-Hand Donnability, 50 Pairs per Box, 4 Boxes per Case, Sterile

**$41.46 Case of 200: $165.82**

----

**ANSELL**

**Ansell Glove Latex Surgical Size 6 1/2 (5865)**


**Box of 50: $23.69 Case of 200: $94.77**

----

**KIMBERLY CLARK**

**Kimberly-Clark Glove Exam Powder Free Latex Lrg Safeskin Ster (50403)**

Kimberly clark safeskin satin plus sterile latex surgeons gloves size large.

**Case of 200: $100.18**

----

**GLOVE**

**MEDLINE INDUSTRIES**

**Eudermic® PF Latex Surgical Gloves - Size 6 (376060)**

Medline Eudermic® PF Latex Surgical Gloves fit like a second skin for precise instrument handling even during delicate procedures. The soft and gentle feel of natural rubber latex provides excellent fit, strength and comfort. Exclusive inner coating eliminates the need for donning powder, which can be a potential irritant. Brown color reduces eyestrain in the O.R. by providing good contrast to lig...

**Case of 200: $186.48**

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
### GLOVE

**Medline Glv Surgical Pwdr Latex 6.0 Tradition (376196)**
Glove surgical sterile latex powder beaded cuff bisque 6.0 pr  
**Case of 200: $85.87**

### ANSELL

**Ansell Sterile Exam Glove (3062)**
Glove Exam Sterile, synthetic, powder-free, procedure, vinyl, med inner wrap.  
**Case of 480: $75.60**

**Glove Exam Powder Free Small (3081)**
Ansell powder-free synsation exam glove. Small.  
**Box of 100: $4.98**  
**Case of 1000: $49.80**

**Ansell Glove X-Am Dermaclean Small (3181)**
(ansell healthcare) the textured surface of these cream-colored natural rubber latex gloves helps ensure a firm grip even when hands are wet. Gloves have a beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown. Average length: 9".  
**Box of 100: $6.16**  
**Case of 1000: $61.60**

**Ansell Glove X-Am Overall Texture (3182)**
Ansell X-Am Overall Gloves the textured surface of these cream-colored natural rubber latex gloves helps ensure a firm grip even when hands are wet. Gloves have a beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown. Average length: 9".  
**Box of 100: $6.16**  
**Case of 1000: $61.60**

**Ansell Glove X-Am Dermaclean Large (3183)**
(ansell healthcare) the textured surface of these cream-colored natural rubber latex gloves helps ensure a firm grip even when hands are wet. Gloves have a beaded cuff to help prevent rolldown. Average length: 9".  
**Box of 100: $6.16**  
**Case of 1000: $61.60**

**Ansell Sterile Exam Gloves (3382)**
Ansell Sterile Exam Gloves, latex, powder-free, beaded cuff, procedure textured, LDP, medium, innerwrap pr.  
**Box of 50: $16.94**  
**Case of 200: $67.76**
**PROFESSIONAL DISPOSABLE INT.**

**Professional Disposable Electrode Skin Prep Pads (B59800)**

These disposable pads cleanse the skin area in preparation for electrode placement. Pumice enhances ECG electrode to skin contact by removing excess skin oil assuring longer interface and free contact. Saturated with non-irritating, non-corrosive electrolyte.

**Box of 100: $3.29**

---

**BERRY PLASTICS**

**Hospi-Tuff HDPE Waste Can Liners 40 x 48 inches, Red (HH404816PR)**

Coreless rolls for convenience. Thickness: 0.62 mil (Tyco Plastics) Hospi-Tuff™ can liners satisfy a wide range of hospital requirements. Choose from liners printed with the biohazard symbol for collection of infectious waste and nonprinted liners for general waste materials.

**Case of 250: $29.95**

---

**BERRY PLASTICS**

**Big City Can Liner (Bag) 33x40 inches Black (LBF3340X5B)**

Tyco® Big City® Can Liners The can liner of choice for heavy-duty uses. Big City® liners are made from specially formulated linear low density resins High performance can liner Thickness 2.0 mil Capacity 33 Gallons Flat folded for convenient single bag dispensing

**Case of 100: $25.18**

---

**BERRY PLASTICS**

**Garbage Can Liners 60 gallons, Gray, 3xhd, 38x58 inches (LPF3858X3G)**

Premium heavy-duty strength can liners. Flat folded, one-at-a-time dispensing. 1.3 MIL Thick Fits up to 60 gallon containers

**Case of 100: $31.43**

---

**BERRY PLASTICS**

**Can Liners, Flat Pack, Linear Low, Black, 36x 60 inches, 16 mic. (HF366016B)**

The can liner of choice for heavy duty uses. Liners are made of resins that tend to be thicker in gauge and offer additional stretch. All repro resins used in Big City liners must meet our stringent quality standards. We combine this repro with specially formulated linear low density resins which results in a value priced, high performance can liner. Available in black for maximum opacity and also...

**Case of 200: $35.29**

---

**BERRY PLASTICS**

**Can Liner High Density 38x60 inches 25 Mic, Nat, HDPE (HF386025N)**

The high density can liner of choice. These liners are extremely strong even with lower gauges and also have a temperature range of -40° to +210° F. Bags may be dispensed by hand, from a carton, a maid's caddy, a Rhino-X® dispenser or the new Convenience Pack®. Rhino-X is the bag of choice for the professional.

**Case of 125: $28.07**

---

**BERRY PLASTICS**

**Tyco Black Bag 40 (HF404816B)**

Tyco -- Bag 40" x 48" 16 mic black can liners in dispenser pack can liners, are made from high-density polyethylene resins, which make them extremely strong at lower gauges. The star bottom seal helps prevent leaks and odors. Choose from a range of sizes and thicknesses in clear or black. Supplied, folded for One-at-a-Time dispensing.

**Case of 250: $25.07**

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Bag 40 (HR404814N)
Clear disposable, high density, bag/liner, for trash can 40" x 48"
Case of 250: $27.90

BERRY PLASTICS
Clear Can Liners (Bags) (High density) 40 x 48 (HR404819N)
40 x 48 Clear Can Liners (High Density)40 - 45 gal. 18 Microns, Can liners on a roll. If your needs aren't necessarily specific, but you still require the superior strength and durability you've come to expect from Pactiv's premium liners, then Multi-Tuff may be the perfect match. Multi-Tuff waste bags are fabricated with multi-ply HMW-HD film for an increased overall strength. A folded seal is app...
Case of 200: $26.60

BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Bag Waste Black 12- 16 Gallons (LBF2333LB)
Tyco 23" x 33" .4 mil black can liner-low density
Case of 1000: $32.19

BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Bag, 36 (LBF3658XC)
Clear disposable bag/liner, 36" x 58", .90 mil,
Case of 100: $22.18

BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Bag 42.5 (LBF4347XC)
Tyco bag, 42.5" x 47" .90 mil clear can liner-low density
Case of 100: $18.43

BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Bag Waste White Fits Up to 55 Gallons (LSF3658XW)
Covalence steel-flex® flat folded - 36" x 58", 0.74 mil
Case of 100: $16.19

BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Black Low Density Can Liner 43 (LSF4347XB)
Black disposable trash can bag/liner 42 1/2" x 47" 1 mil
Case of 100: $15.78
BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco Bag Clear 43 (LSF4347XC)
Clear bag 43" x 47", .90 mil.
Case of 100: $15.77

BERRY PLASTICS
Tyco 38 (PG63858X3B)
Tyco 38" x 58" 1.5 mil black can liner-contains post industrial resin
Case of 100: $32.52

BERRY PLASTICS
Super Heavy Tuff Municipal Black Liners (Bag) 38 x 58 Low density 2.0 mil. (PG6-3858X5B)
38 x 58 Super Heavy Tuff Municipal Black Liners (Low Density)2.0 mil 55 gal. Capacity Super Heavy Tuff Grade
Case of 100: $37.24

ECOLAB INC
Ecolab Actine Odor Counter 14 oz (61136461)
Air freshener. Room. Semi-gel tube. Solidaire blue, 14 oz
Case of 12: $25.24

GEORGIA PACIFIC
Georgia-Pacific enMotion® Wall Mount Automated Touchless Towel Dispenser (59462)
Automatic, touch-free dispensing prevents cross-contamination for a more hygienic washroom, Adjustable settings for sheet length, time delay, sensor range and dispensing mode controls usage and increases operational efficiency, One-at-a-time towel dispensing reduces waste and lowers operating costs,High tech functionality, sleek styling and quality toweling make positive statements about your faci...
Each: $47.47

KIMBERLY CLARK
Kimberly Clark Towel Tradition Multi 9.4 x 9.25 (01801)
Kimberly-Clark® tradition® multi-fold towels - Brown,
Case of 4000: $20.44

KIMBERLY CLARK
Kimberly-Clark Towel M Scott Scottfold (01950)
Professional folded embossed paper towels kleenex premium quality absorbency pockets with quilted embossed pattern, Scottfold m -- 8-1/8 x 12-5/8.
Case of 20: $23.19

High Quality and Low Cost
**Kimberly-Clark Scottfold Towels (01970)**

SCOTT® Scottfold Towels are made to eliminate dispensing problems. Dispenses one-at-a-time, eliminates tabbing and tearing, and is easy to load. Fits great in standard C-Fold dispensers without adapters. Towels offer 40 percent recycled content with 40 percent post-consumer material.

**Case of 20: $27.88**

**Med Act Bag Ziplock Closure Clear 6 (Z2.0609)**

Ziplock closure bag.

**Case of 1000: $34.12**

**Trash Can Liner, Low-Density, Clear 33 (4646)**

Trash can liner, low-density, clear 33" x 39", 33 gallon, 0.65 mil, polyethylene, non-medical waste disposal, flat pack.

**Case of 250: $25.03**

**Med Act Liner Hamper Red with Black Print 40 (RS404816RH)**

Red infectious waste hamper bag w/biohazard logo 40" x 48''.

**Case of 250: $39.05**

**WAVICIDE®-01 sterilant / high level disinfectant (0104-1GL)**

WAVICIDE®-01 is a 2.65% glutaraldehyde sterilant / high level disinfectant soaking solution that has been tested and approved for use with endoscopes and stainless steel surgical instruments. At a pH of about 6.3, it is very stable and noncorrosive. Effective: Using the EPA-approved quantitative method, WAVICIDE®-01 kills M.tuberculosis in 45 minutes at room temperature.

**Each: $14.22**

**B Braun Nerve Block Set Contiplex 18 Gx 3.5 in Tuo (331693)**

The Contiplex Tuohy tray with Accufuser pump is designed to provide you with all of the key components you need to perform your continuous peripheral nerve block and maintain post-operative pain management for your patients. New reimbursement codes for continuous peripheral nerve blocks make these all-in-one kits the ultimate in peri-/post-operative pain management and reimbursement convenience....

**Each: $37.83   Case of 12: $453.91**

**B Braun Admin Set Ultrasite Metriset Burrett (375111)**

Non-vented spike, roller clamp, 150 ml burette chamber without automatic shutoff with ultrasite us1520 m valve, slide clamp, spike adapter. Latex-free, priming volume: 3.0 ml length: 20 in. (51.0 cm)

**Case of 20: $109.91**
B BRAUN
**B Braun IV Administration Set, Drip Rate: 15 Drops per ml, B Series (375155)**
IV Administration Set, 15 drop/ml drip rate, b series, universal spike, backcheck valve, ultrasite injection sites 85", 41", and 6" above distal end, slide clamp, roller clamp, spin-lock connector, latex-free, 20 ml priming volume, 122" long (285 cm)
**Case of 50: $269.26**

**I.V. THERAPY**

B BRAUN
**Chemo Dispensing Pin with Security Clip (412003)**
Chemo dispensing pin with security clip to attach 20 mm vial. Built-in 0.2 micron hydrophobic air vent filter eliminates aerosoling of chemotherapeutic medications. Proximal luer lock connector. Latex-free. Dehp-free.
**Case of 50: $132.68**

B BRAUN
**B Braun Valve Ultrasite LS Connector Luer Slip (654499)**
Luer slip adapter. Provides a secure connection between a male luer slip connector CSC1 654499 and the ultrasite valve. Dehp-free, latex-free.
**Case of 100: $26.04**

**I.V. THERAPY**

B BRAUN
**B Braun Admin Set Adult DC M-L Adp (V1495)**
B Braun admin set adult dc m-l. Totally sterile controll® clamp, slide clamp, 2-piece male luer lock, 16 ml priming volume, 89" length, 15 drops/ml
**Case of 50: $63.61**

**I.V. THERAPY**

BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC
**Baxter Healthcare -- Extension Set interlink Standard Bore (2N9221K)**
Extension set interlink catheter standard bore.
**Case of 25: $223.16**

**I.V. THERAPY**

BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC
**Baxter Extension Set interlink Microbore (2N9223K)**
Extension set interlink catheter microbore.
**Case of 25: $223.16**

**I.V. THERAPY**

ALLEGIANCE
**Allegiance Underpad Layered Premium Breath 23 in. X 36 in. (50466101)**
Allegiance Underpad Layered Premium Breath, tatics. 23 x 36 in.
**Bag of 5: $4.25  Case of 60: $55.89**

**INCONTINENCE**

**High Quality and Low Cost**
### INCONTINENCE
**FIRST QUALITY**
**Prevail IB Adult Briefs - X-Large 59 (IB-014)**
The prevail ib style briefs are designed with extended fluff in both the front and back side panels for enhanced security and comfort for the wearer. These briefs also feature first quality's advanced zoning system for maximum leakage protection and skin dryness.
**Case of 64: $42.65**

### NEEDLES AND SYRINGES
**COVIDIEN**
**Kendall Needle 27 x 1/2 Sofpak (1188827012)**
Softpack hypodermic needles with polypropylene hub. Latex free; sterile. Ultra-sharp, tri-beveled, anticrooking needles with new improved needle lubricant. Translucent, color-coded luerlock hub and color coded gauge stripe and bar code on individual package.
**Case of 1000: $55.43**

**RETRACTABLE TECHNOLOGIES**
**Retractable Technologies VanishPoint Automated Retraction Syringes (10301)**
Retractable Technologies VanishPoint* Automated Retraction Syringes, 3cc VanishPoint, Needle Gauge x Length: 25 G x 5/8 in., 100 per box
**Case of 500: $59.04**

**RUSCH**
**Sprotte Needle 24 G x 4.75 IN (03115130A)**
Pencil point spinal needles, smooth contour pencil point tip, polished surface to extremely low surface roughness. The cut edges of the opening are rounded and likewise polished. CSF flow is optimized by a special polishing and cleaning process on the inside of the fine needle tube, single use, sterile, designed to separate, not cut, dural fibers to reduce risk of puncture headache, smooth lateral...
**Box of 1: $112.49**

**SMITHS MEDICAL**
**Smiths Medical Portex - Hypodermic Needle-Pro® Syringe & Needle with Needle Protection Device (4237)**
3 ml syringe, 25g x 5/8" needle. Needle hub color is orange. Meets NIOSH/CDC recommendations for safety devices The safety feature is an integral part of the device. The safety feature engages with a single-handed technique. The clinician’s hands and fingers remain behind the exposed sharp at all times. The clinician can easily tell whether the safety feature is activated. The needle is securely...**
**Case of 400: $126.72**

**SMITHS MEDICAL**
**Smiths Medical Hypodermic Needle-Pro® Device & Syringe (4261)**
10 ml syringe, 20g 1" needle. Needle hub color is yellow. Meets NIOSH/CDC recommendations for safety devices The safety feature is an integral part of the device. The safety feature engages with a single-handed technique. The clinician’s hands and fingers remain behind the exposed sharp at all times. The clinician can easily tell whether the safety feature is activated. The needle is securely lock...
**Case of 400: $183.38**

**STERLING MEDICAL PRODUCTS**
**Sterling Webster Needle Holder (SS65)**
Webster Needle Holder is approximately 5" long and has a smooth grasping surface for holding very small sutures and needles without crushing or cutting.
**Case of 50: $78.48**
**NUTRITIONAL/FEEDING SUPPLIES**

**COVIDIEN**  
*Kendall Needle Tube, Feeding Str 5fr 50 (155720)*  
The arglye™ PVC feeding tubes are used for short term access to the pediatric or neonatal stomach to decompress, administer feeding, medication and irrigation.  
**Case of 50:** $30.65

---

**AMEDA**  
**One Hand Manual Breast Pump (17061)**  
This Ameda pump is so compact it fits into a purse. The patented, easy-to-use design provides control and flexibility by varying the frequency and degree of the handle squeeze. The handle assembly eliminates the need for electrical outlets or batteries, and the one-hand design allows you to pump one breast while baby nurses on the other. By using two breast pumps, you may dual-pump to save precious...  
**Each:** $19.87

---

**AMEDA**  
**One Hand Breast Pump Single Hygienikit (17101)**  
Our exclusive patented Ameda HygieniKit, creates one of the most effective milk collection systems available today. It helps mothers provide the purest milk possible to their babies. The kit’s unique silicone diaphragm acts as a barrier, separating the user from the suction source. This helps ensure milk purity by preventing contaminants from coming in contact with collected breast milk and preven...  
**Each:** $24.64

---

**AMEDA**  
**One-Hand Breast Pump - Dual HygieniKit with Flexishields (17126)**  
The exclusive patented HygieniKit, compatible with any electric Ameda breast pump, creates one of the most effective milk collection systems available today. It helps mothers provide the purest milk possible to their babies. The kit's unique silicone diaphragm acts as a barrier, separating the user from the suction source. This helps ensure milk purity by preventing contaminants from coming in con...  
**Each:** $49.55

---

**ALIMED INC**  
**Shield Bunion (60762)**  
Alimed bunion shield.  
**Each:** $5.24

---

**ALIMED INC**  
**Insoles, Duo/Laminate D-Soles™, Size A (Women's Shoe Sizes 5-8, Men's Shoe Sizes 4-6), 1/4" Thick (6227/NA/A)**  
Insoles, Duo/Laminate D-Soles™, Plastazote® and urethane based material for pressure distribution, shaped cup heel and metatarsal cushioning, heat moldable, Size A (Women's Shoe Sizes 5-8, Men's Shoe Sizes 4-6), 1/4" Thick  
**Pair of 2:** $17.81

---

**ALIMED INC**  
**Sleeve Shin Neoprene X-Large (GA31468XL)**  
Alimed® Neoprene Shin Support, x-large helps relieve the pain associated with shin splints. This compression sleeve conforms to the individual's shin and calf for great support that stimulates circulation and promotes healing. Warmth improves circulation. Compression helps relieve shin splint pain. Washable.  
**Each:** $12.34

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
**Bird & Cronin Central Heel Support (0814 0963)**
Bird & Cronin Central Heel Support, latex free.
**Pair:** $17.37

**Bird & Cronin Arm Sling XXS (08140100)**
Comfor™ arm sling xx-small, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
**Each:** $1.76

**Bird & Cronin Sling Comfor™ Arm X Small (08140101)**
Comfor™ arm sling x-small, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
**Each:** $1.76

**Bird & Cronin Comfor™ Arm Sling Medium (08140103)**
Comfor™ arm sling medium, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
**Each:** $1.76

**Bird & Cronin Comfor™ Arm Sling Large (08140104)**
Comfor™ arm sling large, our most popular arm sling, slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment, thumb loop allows patient to relax hand and hook and loop closure.
**Each:** $1.97

**Ankle Stabilizer, AS1, with Air Valve, Size Regular (0814-0744)**
Ankle stabilizer, as1, with air valve, size regular, fits left or right ankle, supports unstable or injured ankles, adjustable heel pad, vertical and swivel straps, latex-free
**Each:** $19.74

**Bird & Cronin Sling Arm with Tab Medium Heavy Duty (08140813)**
Heavy duty arm sling with tab, medium. Latex-free. Hook and loop tab closure stabilizes elbow in place. Made of heavy duty breathable material. Diagonal strap limits pressure on neck and shoulder. Slide buckle on strap for each side adjustment. Thumb loop allows patient to relax hand. Hook and loop closure.
**Each:** $1.97
BIRD & CRONIN
Post Operative Shoe, Female (08141562)
Each: $4.30

BIRD & CRONIN
Post-Op Shoe -Male- Large (08144294)
Post-op shoe for male, large for male, fits shoe size 10.5-12, square toe design acts as a bumper to provide additional protection, latex free, rocker sole helps reduce plantar pressure on forefoot and heel, strapless footless closure eliminates buckle pressure on the forefoot, ankle strap eliminates heel slippage.
Each: $7.98

BIRD & CRONIN
Bird & Cronin Brace Ankle Elastic 45 Deg M (08144543)
Elastic ankle support medium 8 1/4" - 9" designed to give two different degrees of tension in a single piece of elastic material spiral construction for a smooth, comfortable fit
Each: $2.70

BIRD & CRONIN
IMATE™ Knee Sleeve - Large (08145604)
13 in knee sleeve, large with knee circumference of 15 in - 16 in, measure around the center of the knee with leg extended, 1/8 in neoprene with nylon on two sides, anterior oval pad. Provides warmth and equal compression, latex free.
Each: $11.03

BIRD & CRONIN
The Back Spin - Dual Closure Tennis Elbow Support (08147080)
The back spin dual closure tennis elbow support universal size, latex free, dual strapping allows for forearm contours, extra width allows for a wider distribution of pressure, elastic construction helps eliminate constriction, loop and lock closure aids in easy application, fits either left or right forearm.
Each: $4.01

BIRD & CRONIN
Bird & Cronin L’TIMATE™ Tennis Elbow Support - Small (08147432)
L’timate small tennis elbow support with a forearm circumference of 9 in-10 in, latex free, 1/8 in neoprene with nylon on two sides, 1/4 in orthopedic felt pressure pad on inside, circumferential elastic strap with loop and lock closure, fits either left or right forearm.
Each: $5.43

BIRD & CRONIN
Extensor™ Lumbosacral Support - Medium (08147613)
Extensor lumbosacral support with insert pocket, medium size with waist measurement of 30in-34in, latex free, all-elastic with double pull side panels for additional support, specially constructed pocket accommodates moldable insert, support may be worn with or without an insert 9 in in back tapering to 6 in in front, hook and loop closure.
Each: $13.22

High Quality and Low Cost
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORTHOPEDIC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eagan One-Piece Extrication Collar-Sized, Short (08149354)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagan one-piece extrication collar-sized, short size in blue, designed specifically for emergency use, provides excellent cervical spine immobilization, can be easily applied in either a sitting or supine position, latex free.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Each:</strong> $6.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **ORTHOPEDIC** |
| **Bird & Cronin Booties Newborn Blue (8149508)** |
| Comfor™ tots booties newborn blue, pair, keep newborn's feet and ankles warm, booties snugly fit babies' feet without constricting, constructed of plush soft stretch terry cloth material. One size will fit most newborns. |
| **Pair:** $0.87  | **Case of 48:** $41.76 |

| **ORTHOPEDIC** |
| **Bird & Cronin Slipper Thrif-T-Treds™ Universal Blue (08149623)** |
| Thrif-T-Treds™ universal blue, pair, constructed of soft stretch poly ylon material, unique diamond tread design provides the ultimate in tread won't crack, chip or peel. One size fits all. |
| **Pair:** $0.73 |

| **ORTHOPEDIC** |
| **Cervical Rehabilitation Collar, Miami J - Small (34491300)** |
| Miami J cervical rehabilitation collar small size in yellow, 2in from chin to shoulder, open trach with chin rest, polyethylene shell provides rigid support and immobilization in all three planes of motion, recommended for immobilization, treatment and rehabilitation of stable cervical spine injuries resulting from trauma or disease. |
| **Each:** $67.92 |

| **ORTHOPEDIC** |
| **Super Sling Plus Large (8148284)** |
| Super Sling Plus, Large. For support and abduction after rotator cuff repair. Breathable padded fabric for greater patient comfort. Removable positioning pillow allows for abduction. Thumb loop to prevent wrist drop. Easy open sling to allow for forearm exercises. Exercise ball encourages exercise and stimulates circulation. Adjustability allows arm to be placed on post-operative requirements. Lat... |
| **Each:** $56.70 |

| **ORTHOPEDIC** |
| **Darco Medical Surgical Shoe Women's Small (MSW1N)** |
| Darco Medical Surgical Shoe Women's Small. Semi-rigid sole and built with a MetaShank forefoot support, a mesh upper conforms to bony abnormalities of the foot. |
| **Each:** $7.43  | **Case of 36:** $267.48 |

| **ORTHOPEDIC** |
| **Deroyal Brace Wrist Small Left Hand (0558D31)** |
| Support wrist 6 in-6.5 in left small elastic slip-on w/thumb hole & hook & loop close palmar stay. |
| **Each:** $7.53 |
DEROYAL
Dillon Envelope Arm Sling, Medium. (0704D51)
Dillon envelope arm sling, medium.
Each: $3.97

DEROYAL
Deroyal Cervical Collar Comfo-Eze (nar) large (1002-04)
Each: $6.85

DEROYAL
Deroyal Cervical Collar 4 in. X 17 in. Pediatric (1004-02)
Each: $3.99

DEROYAL
Stat Velcro Extension for Cervical Collar. (1011-00)
Stat velcro extension for cervical collar.
Each: $1.34

DEROYAL
Deroyal 3-1/4 in. Philadelphia Collar Medium (10602)
Each: $16.11

DEROYAL
Splint Abducted Thumb Right Large (12860207)
Plastic stat,right, large 12860207
Each: $26.32

DEROYAL
Binder, Abdominal 12 Inch (13620007)
Binder, abdominal 12 inch latex-safe elastic material four(12”) panel design hook and loop closure indications: abdominal muscle strain; soreness in abdominal region; post-abdominal surgery.
Each: $23.23

High Quality and Low Cost
**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal Wrist Splint. Elastic 8 in. Right Wrist, Medium (5016-03)**
Application wrist splint, color tan, fastening type contact closure. Length 8 inch, material-elastic. size: medium wrist compatibility: right

**Each:** $8.57

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal 8 in. Cock-Up Wrist with Laces. Left. Medium (5022-07)**
White adjustable cock up splint, 8" medium. Made of white duck cloth laminated to flannel with an adjustable palmar spoon stay. Medium fits wrist circumference of 7-8".

**Each:** $10.85

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal Wrist & Forearm R/Hand Small (5055-02)**
Small right hand wrist and forearm, 10 in-10.5 in wrap round with thumb strap, perforated vinyl foam laminate flannel lining hook & loop straps palmar stay.

**Each:** $9.32

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal Knee Imm. superlite(cntd)16 Large (7007-03)**
Super-Lite knee immobilizer w/ straight stays, 20" thigh circumference, large (18"-20"). The ribbed stays provide optimal strength. The splint with straight stays comes with a popliteal pad and patella strap. Loop lock hook and loop closure.

**Each:** $19.42

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal Knee Immobilizer CNVS / Foam (7019-04)**
Deroyal Knee Immobilizer CNVS / Foam, 24" in length x-large, cotton / foam, laminate popliteal pad, medial / lateral stay loop lock straps patella open.

**Each:** $21.63

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal Knee Imm. Cutaway (cntd) (7041-11)**
Universal cutaway foam knee immobilizer w/ straight stays, 24" length. This product features moveable ribbed stays, a patella strap and loop lock closure. The universal cutaway style comes with popliteal pad.

**Each:** $17.50

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal Triple Panel Canvas Knee Immobilizer 16" (7092-01)**
Deroyal Triple Panel Canvas Knee Immobilizer, 16".

**Each:** $18.70
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Arm Elevator W Packets Large (8011-03)</td>
<td>Large arm elevatorsling, vertical strap, wd-ring cotton cloth 2-pocket w/2 ice bags, 2 velcro Clsr hand exposed.</td>
<td>$12.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Splint Wrist Leather White Rh-Sm (8745-02)</td>
<td>Application wrist splint, color white, each fastening type contact closure material leatherette, size small wrist compatibility right wrist</td>
<td>$8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Arm Sling Buckle Closure (A112096)</td>
<td>Deroyal Arm Sling Buckle Closure, medium.</td>
<td>$3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Finger Splint Alum Foam .75 X1 (FS11003)</td>
<td>Application finger splint, color silver fastening type adhesive tape hand compatibility left or right hand material aluminum foam size 34 x 18 inch style strip</td>
<td>$9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Philadelphia Collar Large (TX9916-03)</td>
<td>Deroyal Philadelphia Collar, Large 4.25.</td>
<td>$15.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deroyal Collar, Philadelphia with Trach Hole Large (V9920-13)</td>
<td>Collar, Philly with trach hole large, product number changed to dtx</td>
<td>$13.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High Quality and Low Cost
**DJ ORTHO**

**Super Knee Splints (79-80059)**
Together with djo, we offer these comfortable, durable knee splints constructed of foam and mesh with alternating web straps and loop/lock contact closure. The splints feature medial/lateral i-beam stays and three double-bend posterior stays for proper immobilization and include an adjustable foam pop pad. For proper fit, measure circumference of leg 4” above the patella.

*Each: $17.01*

**DJ ORTHO**

**Procare Flex-Master Sterile Clip Closure Bandage (79-98723)**
2" x 5.5 yards of sterile bandage. For post-surgical applications such as thoracic, knee, amputations, mastectomy, vascular, shoulder and burns. Latex free, cotton/elastic construction with clip closure.

*Pack of 20: $59.43*

**MABIS / DURO-MED INDUSTRIES**

**Duro-Med Lumbar Back Half-Roll (7914)**
Cushion lumbar half-roll navy 10 3/4 in. x 2 3/8 in. Provides lumbar support to help each se lower back pain and promote proper spine alignment. Firm foam construction for maximum support and comfort. Elastic strap helps hold cushion in place. Removable, machine washable navy polyester/cotton cover.

*Each: $5.52*

**MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC**

**Med Act Rubber Foam 21 (61054)**
Padding cast/splint foam rubber 1” thick x 21” wide x 36” length.

*Box of 1: $26.28*

**ROYCE**

**Royce Medical Contoured Wrist Splint (217087)**
Contoured Wrist Splint, Left, Large, Canvas. Fits Wrist Circumference: 8”-9”. Velcro Straps With Loop Lock Closures.

*Each: $9.87*

**ROYCE**

**Royce Medical Equalizer® Walker Medium Boot Low Top (W0700)**
Ossur/Royce Equalizer® Walker Boot(Medium) Low Top Version features: Contoured strut design allows the walker frame to conform to the patients’ anatomy, ensuring a better fit, Unique shock absorbing sole reduces impact of heel strike during ambulation, Rocker bottom is specially engineered to be low and wide to help promote a natural stable gait

*Each: $37.91*

**CONVATEC**

**Convatec® Sterile Gentle Touch Urostomy System 2 3/4 in (020930)**
Gentle touch urostomy postoperative system. Includes 1 Stomahesive wafer w/sure-fit flange, 1 sur-fit urostomy post-op pouch (transparent standard) w/gentle tough flange, 1 night drainage adapter. 70mm (2-3/4") flange. Sterile * 1 stomahesive® wafer with sur-fit® flange * 1 sur-fit® urostomy post operative pouch (transparent standard) with gentle touch® flange * 1 night drainage adapter

*Box of 2: $18.34*
CONVATEC
Convatec Pouch 1 inch Stoma Opening Closed-End (175769)
Active Life closed-end ostomy pouch with skin barrier and filter, one-piece, pre-cut, 25 mm, 1" stoma opening, opaque. Designed for times when pouch emptying and cleansing is inconvenient.
Box of 15: $28.41

CONVATEC
Convatec Active Life Opaque Pouch, Closed Pre-cut 1 3/4 in (175772)
Convatec active Life one piece closed opaque pouch opaque film with skin barrier and filter pre-cut 1-3/4 inch barrier opening sold by the box, 15 pouches per box
Box of 15: $28.41

CONVATEC
ActiveLife® One-Piece Opaque Closed-End Pouch (175773)
A lightweight, flexible, one-piece system, activelife® combines the skin barrier and the pouch into one simple, easy-To-manage system. Pouch is designed for one-Time use. Simply discard once full. Pre-cut, with filter, no tape collar, with 1-sided comfort panel opaque 50 mm (2") stoma opening
Box of 15: $28.69

CONVATEC
SUR-FIT Natura® Urostomy Transparent Pouch (401537)
The Convatec sur-fit natura® ostomy system is a comprehensive product line with the latest skin barrier technologies. The plastic coupling ring allows the pouch and skin barrier to snap together for audible security. Sur-fit Natura® Urostomy pouches have an extended anti-reflux valve and comfort panels. Transparent. Standard, with fold-up tap, with 1-sided comfort panel - 70 mm (2 3/4") flange
Box of 10: $27.66

CONVATEC
Stomahesive® SUR-FIT® AutoLock® Unit Dose Kits (401673)
The convatec sur-fit® autolock® flanging system closes and locks automatically with a single light touch. An audible click confirms the attachment of skin barrier to pouch. Pouches can be rotated or repositioned while locked in place. Tap allows for draining of urine. Unit dose kit contains one barrier and one pouch. transparent. Unit dose kit non-sterile, contains stomahesive® flexible skin barri...
Box of 5: $45.22

CONVATEC
Convatec Closed-End Ostomy Pouch 2-3/4 Fl (401680)
Sur-fit autolock closed-end ostomy pouch with filter, 70 mm, 2 3/4" flange, opaque, two-sided comfort panel. Ostomy care product.
Box of 15: $17.80

CONVATEC
Urostomy Kit: 45mm Flange, Durahesive® Skin Barrier, Urostomy Pouch, Accuseal® Tap, Latex-Free, Non-Sterile (401924)
Sur-Fit Natura® Unit Dose Urostomy Kit, 45mm Flange, Durahesive® Skin Barrier, Urostomy Pouch, Accuseal® Tap, Audible Click Coupling Ring, Latex-Free, Non-Sterile
Box of 5: $42.75

High Quality and Low Cost
CONVATEC
Ostomy Skin Barrier, Pediatric, 32mm Flange, Standard Flexible Tape Collar, Little Ones®, Latex-Free (401925)
Little Ones® Stomahesive® Ostomy Skin Barrier, Pediatric, 32mm Flange, Standard Flexible Tape Collar, Audible Click Coupling Ring, White, Latex-Free
Box of 5: $16.12

CONVATEC
Convatec Pouch Surfit Natura Little Ones drainable 1 3/4 in. (401928)
Sur-fit Natura little ones drainable ostomy pouch with one-sided comfort panel, 45 mm 1-3/4 in. Flange, 6 , transparent. Includes two night drainage adapters.
Box of 10: $16.46

CONVATEC
Convatec Pouch Sur-Fit 1-3/4 in. Flange (404016)
Sur-fit Natura drainable pouch with 1-sided comfort panel and 1-3/4 in. Flange, 12 in. , opaque.
Box of 20: $36.30

CONVATEC
Ostomy Skin Barrier, Moldable, For 33-45mm Stoma, Large 57mm Flange, Flexible Tape Collar, Latex-Free (404594)
Sur-Fit Natura® Ostomy Skin Barrier, Moldable Technology™ for Improved Skin Protection, For 33-45mm Stoma, Large, 57mm Flange, Durahesive® Flexible Tape Collar, Good for Mostly Liquid Output, Audible Click Coupling Ring, White, Latex-Free
Box of 10: $57.00

CONVATEC
Convatec Pouch 12 Drain with Invisiclose (410815)
Esteem synergy drainable pouch with filter, invisiclose tail closure system and 1-sided comfort panel, 12” , opaque, for skin barrier with large stoma opening on left side. 30 filter covers included.
Box of 20: $58.56

CONVATEC
Convatec Ostomy Pouch 1 Piece Transparent 1-1/2 in. (413150)
Activelife one-piece cut-To-fit closed-end pouch with skin barrier, filter and 1-sided comfort panel, 1-1/2 in. , transparent. Flexible integrated skin barrier allows it to mold to body contours. Includes 60 filter covers.
Box of 60: $131.75

HOLLISTER
Hollister Pouch, Drn W/Karaya (3604)
Skin protected from stomal discharge by karaya 5 seal ring; natural karaya offers flexibility, shallow, convexity and is bacteriostatic. security and confidence assured with porous tape. confidence and comfort by using superior pouch materials; odor-barrier rustle-free film is soft and silent. Pouch 1pc drn 11-11.5 in clear kara-ring odor-barr belt-Tab stoma 1 1/2 in
Box of 10: $37.22
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Box of 5:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hollister Skin Barrier 1.5 (3707)</td>
<td>Hollister 3707 centerpointlock two-piece softflex skin barrier with floating flange: flat, with tape, cut-To-fit, 1 1/2&quot; flange, up to 3/4&quot; barrier opening.</td>
<td>$15.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollister Colostomy Ileostomy Kit 2 3/4 in Flange (3716)</td>
<td>Hollister 3716 centerpointlock two-piece drainable colostomy/ileostomy kit, 2 3/4&quot; flange, up to 2 1/4&quot; barrier opening, letter match: k. Non-sterile. Includes: 1 centerpointlock transparent drainable pouch, 1 (hollister #372x) cut-To-fit flexwear skin barrier with floating flange and 1 drainable pouch clamp.</td>
<td>$32.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollister Barrier, Osotomy 1 3/4 in Countr Point (3722)</td>
<td>Hollister 3722 centerpointlock two-piece flexwear skin barrier with tape and floating flange: flat, cut-To-fit, 1 3/4&quot; flange, up to 1 1/4&quot; barrier opening. Letter match: I.</td>
<td>$17.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollister Pouch Urostomy 2.75 (3904)</td>
<td>Hollister 3904 centerpointlock two-piece urostomy pouch, 2 3/4&quot; flange, 9&quot;l, letter match: k, transparent film. Odor-barrier, rustle-free quiet film.</td>
<td>$28.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollister Pouch Urostomy 1.5 (3907)</td>
<td>Hollister 3907 centerpointlock two-piece urostomy pouch, 1 1/2&quot; flange, 9&quot;l, letter match: h, transparent film. Odor-barrier, rustle-free quiet film.</td>
<td>$33.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollister Barrier Skin 4 in 102 mm New Image (14206)</td>
<td>Confidence assured with the floating flange; provides utmost security with the patented locking system that audibly &quot;clicks&quot; into place. protects skin from corrosive drainage with the standard wear, flexwear skin barrier. eliminates pressure on tender post operative abdomens with the exclusive floating flange.</td>
<td>$25.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OVER THE COUNTER

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
Fougera Swim-Ear (0168-0212-91)
Dries water in ears and relieves water-clogged ears, thereby relieving discomfort, the sensation of fullness or hearing impairment. Swim-ear…the ear drying aid that clears trapped ear-water due to bathing, showering, swimming, hair washing, jacuzzi, etc.
Each: $2.00

BIRD & CRONIN
Bird & Cronin Comfor-Tots Booties - Newborn Pink (08149509C)
Slipper comfor-Tots one size in pink, constructed of plush soft stretch terry cloth, keeps baby's feet and ankles warm, booties snugly fits without constructing.
Case of 48: $41.96

DATEX OHMEDA
Cover disposable biliblanket (6600-0270-200)
Cover disposable biliblanket compact unit weights only 7 lbs cable is durable and highly flexible for easy maneuverability. Designed for easy maintenance: quartz halogen bulb provides long dependable service. Access door makes bulb replacement fast and easy for the user. Air filter slides out for easy cleaning.
Bag of 1: $19.87

DONOVAN
Donovan Fluoride Toothpaste Mint 0.85 oz (TP-085)
Sensitive Teeth and Gums / Fluoride Paste
Case of 720: $91.61

MABIS / DURO-MED INDUSTRIES
DMI® Universal Plastic Raised Toilet Seat (1507)
Seat height adjusts from 3" to 6" for patient comfort • Complete one-piece design with full plastic splash guard • Features four Duro-Coat® bracket guards to help protectbowl and keep seat securely in place • Fits most standard and elongated bowls • Weight capacity: 250 lbs
Each: $31.12

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC
Lid, Cup-Cover, for 00112 Pitcher, Rose, 5 oz (16113)
Lid, Cup-Cover, for 00112 Pitcher, Rose, 5 oz
Case of 12: $5.06

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC
Bedpan, Female, Fracture Style, Disposable, 1 Liter, Ivory (H102-08)
Bedpan, Female, Fracture Style, 13" X 9.25" X 3" (Front) X 1" (Back), Disposable, 1 Liter (1.1 Qt), Ivory
Case of 12: $14.40
MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC
Bedpan, Pontoon Style, Disposable, 1.9 Liter (2 Quart), Gold, Individually Wrapped (H120BG-05)
Bedpan, Pontoon Style, Disposable, 14.38" X 11.63" X 4.25" (Front) X 2.63" (Back), 1.9 Liter (2 Quart),
Gold, Individually Wrapped
Case of 20: $21.15

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Medline Syringe, Each R/Ulcer, 3 Oz, (DYND70277)
Sterile ulcer each r syringe 3 oz.
Case of 50: $37.09

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Enema Solutions - Sodium phosphate enema, 4.5 fl oz (MDS095005)
Solutions are pre-bottled and ready to use. Anatomically correct tips are pre-lubricated for a safe and relaxed
insertion. Protective shields help to prevent contamination. One-way safety valve controls flow and helps
prevent reflux. Convenient round squeeze bottle is easy to hold.
Case of 24: $20.10

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES INC
Terrycloth Slippers - Medium, Green (MDT211218MI)
Nothing is cozier than soft, warm, terrycloth Single Tread Slippers. With skid resistant treading, Single Tread
Slippers are designed for safety. Constructed with terrycloth on the inside to absorb perspiration and provide
added patient comfort.
Case of 48: $36.01

PROFESSIONAL DISPOSABLE INT.
Professional Disposables Compound Tincture of Benzoin Swabstick 1's (S42450)
Reduces skin irritation for patients with frequent dressing changes; forms a protective film on the skin*
Excellent for use in post-op wound dressing* Ideal for hyperalimentation dressing kits* Contains Compound
Benzoin Tincture U.S.P. containing 77% alcohol.
Case of 500: $70.78

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORP
Roche Accu-Check Aviva Test Strips 1 Code Key for Invitro Diagnostic Use (04528948001)
Test Strips for Accu-Chek® Aviva Diabetes Monitoring Kit, Package of 50.
Box of 50: $31.36

WELCH ALlyn
Welch Allyn Otoscope Each R Specula, 2 mm (22002)
Reusable specula are lightweight yet durable, and may be autoclaved, boiled, or sterilized in solution
Sofspec® reusable specula also have an elastomer tip specially contoured for an ultrapneumatic seal.
Each: $1.89

High Quality and Low Cost
Disposable armboards provide comfort and support to the patient during intravenous procedures. Disposable foam armboards are lightweight to allow air circulation for added patient comfort. Disposable sleeves, available separately, are made of durable nonwoven material. They cover the armboard to help reduce cross contamination and allow for easy cleaning.

**Box of 200: $21.17**

**Precision Dynamics Corp. Veri-Color® pink infant wristbands (110-12-PDJ)**

Soft Vinyl, Snap closure, Latex free, 2 1/16" L x 9/16" H

**Box of 250: $42.16**

**Precision Softlock Sealident Adult Clear (611-10-PDJ)**

Securline® hospital marker black water and alcohol resistant fine-Tipped marker is provided free in each box of write-on and alert style wristbands

**Each: $25.65**

**Precision Dynamics Corp. Soft-Lock® Uni-Print® 619 Wristbands (Pediatric/Infant) (619-49-PDJ)**

Bear Print Soft vinyl Adhesive closure Imprint or writing surface works with all embossing machines 2 5/8" L x 1/2" H

**Box of 250: $30.78**

**Precision Softlock Colorguard Adult/Pediatric Orange 2 (62117PDJ)**

"Soft-lock® series soft vinyl adhesive closure accommodates up to five lines of information insert cards are included custom imprinting available upon request colorguard adult/pediatric orange lines of info: 5 info area: 2 3/4" x 7/8"

**Box of 250: $37.50**

**Precision Soft-Lock Uni-Print Adlt/Ped Blue (62513PDJ)**

Precision Dynamic,Soft-lock Uni-Print Adult/Pediatric Band, blue soft vinyl adhesive closure imprint or writing surface, works with all embossing machines custom imprinting available upon request info area: 3" x 1""

**Box of 1000: $37.50**

**Precision Dynamics Corp. Soft-Lock® Uni-Print® 625 Wristbands (Adult/Pediatric) (625-16-PDJ)**

Red - Soft vinyl Adhesive closure Imprint or writing surface works with all embossing machines 3" L x 1" H

**Box of 250: $29.16**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT IDENTIFICATION</td>
<td><strong>PROPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. Propper Labeler Small Model (269060)</strong></td>
<td>Model TXII comply with Julian dating</td>
<td>Each: $34.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT POSITIONING</td>
<td><strong>SKIL-CARE Skil-Care Bed Roll Double 34&quot; 2/St (556010)</strong></td>
<td>Protects against falls when side rails can’t be used. • Eliminates entrapment hazards of metal rails • Will not hinder most residents from leaving bed • Can be used to provide secure positioning for side-lying residents • Foam-padded for comfort • Covered in durable, wipe-clean vinyl • Available in double-unit and single-unit models</td>
<td>Each: $93.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT POSITIONING</td>
<td><strong>SOULE MEDICAL Soule Headrest (HR107)</strong></td>
<td>Head Positioner (3¾&quot; x 8&quot; x 8½ “)</td>
<td>Each: $3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONAL HYGIENE</td>
<td><strong>GOJO Gojo Sanitizer Hand Purell instant 1000 ML (2176-08)</strong></td>
<td>Gojo 2176-08 purell instant hand sanitizer lasting care formula, 1000 ml refill. for use with space saver and side-by-side dispenser.</td>
<td>Case of 8: $50.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONAL HYGIENE</td>
<td><strong>GOJO Gojo Provon Antimicrobial Skin Cleanser 1000 ML Refill (4106-10)</strong></td>
<td>Gojo-410610 provon antimicrobial skin cleanser, 1, 000 ml refill. Surgical scrub, for healthcare workers in high-risk areas. Provides balance of efficacy and mildness, persistent activity up to six hours. Meets protocol for surgical scrub, healthcare personnel handwash, pre-operative skin preparation, and skin wound and general skin cleansing.</td>
<td>Case of 10: $100.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONAL HYGIENE</td>
<td><strong>GOJO Gojo Provon Lotion Hand &amp; Body 1 Gallon (4236-04)</strong></td>
<td>Gojo 423604 provon moisturizing hand and body lotion, pour gallon. Deep-conditioning moisturizer specially formulated to condition dry, irritated skin. Restore delicate skin to help prevent skin breakdown. Latex and chg compatible. Enriched with aloe and Vitamin E.</td>
<td>Case of 4: $49.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HUDSON
Hudson Re: Venti-Comp (1550)
- A disposable, accurate system for computing tidal volume and minute volume • VENTI-COMP’s versatile adaptor allows unit to be connected to most expiratory ports • Accurately and reliably measures and / or evaluates the effectiveness of an I.P.P.B. treatment • Designed to be simple and easy to use—requires no special technical knowledge or training • Precise and accurate readings from the easy-to...
Case of 50: $54.34

HUDSON
Hudson Cannula Adult with 14 ft Tbung Univ Connctr (1818)
Softech over-The-ear cannula with 14’ star lumen tubing, universal connector, adult. Latex-free. Lightweight and flexible. Anatomically designed to enhance comfort and acceptance. Individually
Case of 50: $69.62

HUDSON
Hudson Cylinder Base Large (4045)
Base for a large, steel H cylinder. Durable, lightweight 7 pound plastic design. Sold individually.
Each: $53.61

HUDSON
Hudson Small Cylinder Wrench, 02 Plastic (5083)
Hudson 5083 cylinder wrench, small, stress-resistant nylon. Latex-free. Fits adjustment stem on all CGA standard post valves for d and e sized medical oxygen cylinders.
Each: $1.26

HUDSON
Hudson Et Tube, Cufed, Spiral Flex 7.5 (5-12615)
Hudson 5-12615 sheridan spiral-flex reinforced endotracheal tube, oral/nasal cuffed, 7.5 mm id. latex-free, sterile. For adolescents and adult patients. 15 mm connector permanently bonded to tube. Contains reinforcing sleeve at end connector to minimize risk of kinking. Design incorporates stainless steel reinforcing wire that is spiral wound within tube wall.
Case of 5: $98.86

HUDSON
Hudson Stylet 6 intubating 27 M (5-15120)
Hudson 5-15120 Soft-Tip intubating stylet, 6 fr od, 2.5-4.5 id tube sizes, 27 cm length, blue. latex-free, sterile. Designed to retain desired curve during oral intubation. Features a soft, low friction sheath that extends beyond tip. Soft tip. Color improves visualization. special material reduces stylet-To-Tube friction. Individually packaged.
Case of 20: $56.95

HUDSON
Hudson Performed Cuffed Oral Trach (5-22212)
Hudson 5-22212 sheridan/preformed endotracheal tube, oral cuffed, 6.0 mm id, murphy eye. latex-free, sterile. Contain hvt, high volume, large diameter cuff which provides a low pressure seal and reduces area of tracheal wall contact. Low pressure cuff minimizes capillary restriction. Bold marks at center of bend with distance to distal tip indicated.
Case of 100: $54.86
**RUSCH**

Nasal Airway, 85 mm X 16 Fr, Soft PVC, White, Sterile, Latex-Free (123316)
Nasal Airway, 85mm X 16 Fr, Nasopharyngeal, Soft PVC, White, Bevel Tip, Sterile, Latex-Free, Single Use

Box of 10: $22.78

**RUSCH**

Standard Macintosh Blade 3 - Medium Adult (008603300)
Standard/Conventional Blade, stainless steel, lamp supplied with blade, high quality standard incandescent laryngoscope blade, the designs of these blades have been continually refined through many years of use over the world to minimize maintenance requirements, they are manufactured to exacting specifications from the finest surgical grade stainless steel to be durable and reliable, warranted to...

Box of 1: $25.96

**SMITHS MEDICAL**

Smiths Medical Medication Nebulizer Kit-Fits All C Onn Oxy Tube, Aerosol T, Mouthpiece, Flex Tube Ns + (007763)
Smiths Medical -- Medication nebulizer kit 50 oxygen tubing with fits-all® connector aerosol t mouthpiece 6" (15.2 cm) flex tube our updraft nebulizer, with the universal enhanced mouthpiece for oral comfort, can be used with the patient lying down or sitting up.

Case of 50: $134.99

**SMITHS MEDICAL**

Smiths Medical Endotracheal Tube Blue Line® Cuffed 8.0 mm (100/199/080)
Blue Line® cuffed endotracheal tube features the high-volume, low-pressure Soft-Seal® Profile® cuff providing increased patient comfort and safety. Spring-loaded, one-way valve helps ensure cuff inflation and integrity. Available in clear PVC, siliconized PVC, or Ivory.

Box of 20: $59.19

**VITAL SIGNS**

Detachable Illuminating Stylette, for Vital Signs #3960 Light Wand Illuminating Stylette. (3910)
Detachable illuminating stylette, for vital signs #3960 light wand illuminating stylette. Latex-free, single patient use. Recommended for use with adult endotracheal tube sizes 6.0 mm and larger. Caution: not mri compatible.

Case of 20: $271.39

**VITAL SIGNS**

Vital Signs Nebulizer 28/60% (441A)
Vital signs misty ox™ - Variable flow nebulizer multif it nebulizer for use in the emergency room as well as other treatment areas.

Case of 24: $121.10

**3M COMPANY**

3M Incheque Pack Test Bowie (1233)
(3m) use these test packs and sheets to monitor for air leaks or inadequate vacuum in 272°F (134°C) vacuum-assisted steam sterilizers. The test packs consist of steam-sensitive chemical indicator test sheets positioned in a compact package of porous materials, which are wrapped in a disposable nonwoven fabric and secured with a steam indicator tape, easy-to-read test sheets uniformly change color...

Pack of 6: $26.32 Case of 30: $131.60

*High Quality and Low Cost*
GETINGE USA INC
Getinge, Sonic Detergent 4x1 Gallon (61301605272)
Getinge 7900 Sonic Detergent is an effective combination of powerful detergents, wetting agents and emulsifiers for use in sonic washers, washer/disinfectors and cart washers. Excellent for instrument cleaning systems and removing all types of soils. Can be used with washer/sanitizers for cleaning patient utensils.
Each: $87.75

STERIS
Integrator Strip, Dual Integrator, Steam or Ethylene Oxide Sterilization Monitoring (810010)
Verify™ Dual Integrator Strips, Steam or Ethylene Oxide Sterilization Monitoring, Color Change, Preforated
Box of 250: $15.56

3M COMPANY
3M Surgical Face Mask w/Ties (1818)
3M™ Tie-on Surgical Mask; fluid resistant - Blue.
Box of 50: $10.21     Case of 600: $122.49

ADVANCE MEDICAL DESIGNS INC
Cover Light Handle (06-LK601)
Light Handle Covers maintain the sterile barrier between the surgical site and the lights above. The two distinct styles will satisfy and preference and offer equal protection. The flexible covers are made with smooth plastic that allows for easy application on to the adaptor. Special pull tabs on the sides allow for quick removal when turning over a room. The rigid covers simply twist into place ...
Case of 50: $32.21

APPLIED MEDICAL RESOURCES CORPORATION
Stealth Surgical Clamps (A2301)
Stealth Surgical Clamps, optimal occlusion in areas of limited surgical exposure and access.provides consistent gentle occlusion. Advanced attachment provides ultimate security of insert on clamp.
Case of 50: $256.86

ASPEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC
Vessel Loops (01-1-014NBG)
Yellow, mini-loops, non-sterile, 8 x 406 mm
Bag of 200: $60.70

ASPEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC
Instrument Guard (09-2-001)
Instrument Guard, regular, solid blue non-vent, 2 x 19 mm.
Bag of 100: $4.25
**ASPEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC**

**Aspen Syringe Stand Single (111001P-BX)**
Aspen Syringe Stand, single, compatible with all sizes of syringes and adapters. Keeps syringe upright to prevent accidental flow of material back up air line.

**Box of 5: $10.19**

---

**ASPEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS INC**

**Syringe Stand, double block non-sterile, blue, 44.5 mm. (11-1-002Bbg)**
Syringe Stand, double block non-sterile, blue, 44.5 mm.

**Bag of 12: $10.13**

---

**DEROYAL**

**Deroyal- stokinette tubular GARMAST treated (442B)**
1-ply non-sterile polyester blend antimicrobial orthopedic stockinette, 2 in x 25 yd.

**Each: $12.81**

---

**DEROYAL**

**Needle Counter, Double Magnet Non sterile (25-0101NS)**
Needle counter, double magnet (20 count 40 capacity) - Non sterile, 20 count 40 capacity double magnet needle counter - non sterile. Full surface magnet provides extra space for odd shaped sharps, needles blades or pins. Easily read number on magnet allow for accurate sharps placement, positioning and counting see-through cover allows visualisation when box is closed

**Case of 100: $111.39**

---

**DEROYAL**

**DeBlade Needle Counter (25-1702)**
DeBlade Needle Counter Foam Strips/Magnetic (15 Count 30 Capacity) 25 Pks/Bx, 4 Bxs/Cs

**Case of 108: $246.80**

---

**DEROYAL**

**Sterile Flat Stick Sponge, 1 1/2 (30-022)**
Sterile flat stick sponge, 1 1/2". Peel package. Pre-folded with edges tucked in. upn:50749756026975 pre-folded with the edges tucked in may be used with a forrester clamp for deep stick sponging excellent for absorption ideal for prepping prior to surgery complete with the exclusive x-ray detectable radiopaque element sterile latex safe

**Case of 50: $89.22**

---

**DEROYAL**

**Double strung Sterile Tonsil Sponge. . Peel packaged. Medium, 7/8 (30-041)**
Double strung sterile tonsil sponge, peel packaged. Medium, 7/8", upn:50749756023967 constructed with a no. 3 blue thread for ease of retrieval covered with gauze and cotton filled for maximum absorbency complete with the exclusive x-ray detectable radiopaque element sterile latex safe

**Case of 100: $128.67**

---

**High Quality and Low Cost**
MALLINCKRODT
Shoe Cover, Non Conductive Blue, Nonskid (4773-2826)
Spunbonded polypropylene anti-skid shoe covers may be used to protect against dirt, grime, and certain dry particulates in nonhazardous environments. Appropriate for industrial, pharmaceutical, food processing, construction, and certain environmental cleanup applications. Elastic top and bottom. Disposable. Universal size. Length: 44.5cm (17 1/2”). Color: blue.
Case of 300: $31.05

MEDICAL ACTION INDUSTRIES INC
Instrument Transport Cover, 15” X 31” X 5”, 20 Gallon, Clear with Red Biohazard Print, 1.3 mil (52-04)
Case of 250: $48.42

TELEFLEX MEDICAL COMPANY
Genzyme Disposable Sterile Vascular Punches (MDP-56K)
Genzyme Disposable Sterile Vascular Punches Mid-Length Punches (6/BX) 5.6mm
Box of 6: $130.29

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Banta Cadaver Bag 36 in. x 90 in. White (950359)
Vinyl post-mortem bag with straight zipper, white 36” x 90”.
Case of 10: $91.05

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Banta Towel Prof Polyback (917410)
Banta 3-ply tissue towel, poly-backed, waffle-embossed, size 13” x 18” teal. Our softest, strongest, most absorbent 3-ply tissue towels. Are available in colors to add a warm touch to any décor. Poly-back feature prevents leak-Through.
Case of 500: $17.82

TIDI BANTA CORPORATION
Tidi/Banta Headrest Cover (919711)
Tidi/Banta Headrest Cover, small, 10” x 10”. White.
Case of 500: $14.31

RUSCH
Rusch Cath Foley 20/30 (180730200)
Box of 10: $7.90

Opportunity Purchasing
**UROLOGICAL**

**RUSCH**
Nelaton Catheter Red Rubber Latex 12Fr, Sterile (402140120)
Nelaton Catheter Red Rubber Latex 12Fr, Sterile, Intermittent Catheter, Nelaton Catheter Tip
Box of 10: $49.28

**RUSCH**
Rectal Tube, 18 Fr, Soft Red Rubber, Terminal Eye, One Side Eye, 50 cm (20") Long (436700180)
Rectal Tube, 18 Fr, Soft Red Rubber, Terminal Eye, One Side Eye, 50 cm (20") Long
Box of 10: $67.92

**RUSCH**
MMG™ Urinary Catheter, 12F, PVC, Soft Silicone Introducer Tip, 12 Fr, Sterile, Latex-Free, Intermittent Catheter, Lubricated (ONC-12)
MMG™ Urinary Catheter, 12F, PVC, Soft Silicone Introducer Tip, 12 Fr, Sterile, Latex-Free, Intermittent Catheter, Lubricated, in Self-Contained Bag
Box of 100: $354.44

**WOUND CARE**

**ANDOVER HEALTHCARE INC**
Andover Bandage, Co-Flex Tan 1 in X 5 yds (3100TN)
Coflex Bandage adheres to itself. This compression bandage offers excellent porosity. Coflex is a pressure bandage that won't cut off circulation. Also, maintains its original size and does not shrink in width. Can easily be removed with scissors.
Roll: $0.41   Case of 36: $12.24

**BSN MEDICAL**
BSN Bandage Cover Roll Stretch 6 in x 2 yd (45549)
BSN Cover-Roll® stretch bandages. These porous, nonwoven retention sheets help secure primary dressings. The cross-elastic bandage is excellent for use in areas requiring flexibility, providing mild compression and superior holding power in hard-To-bandage areas.
Each: $3.20   Case of 12: $38.43

**COLOPLAST CORPORATION**
Coloplast SWEEN Cream with natural vitamins A & D (0216)
For red, sore, dry skin. Also perfect for dry, cracked skin on contact points such as heels and elbows. Non-occlusive formula absorbs quickly into the skin and will not interfere with the adhesion of tape or ostomy appliances. TUBE 5 OZ
Each: $3.70   Case of 12: $44.16

**CONVATEC**
Convatec Bandage, Tubipad Small (154579)
Tubipad limb bandage, 4 m roll, small, 3”, natural (13.3 ft).
Box of 1: $35.21

**High Quality and Low Cost**
CONVATEC
Tubular Support Bandage, Elastic, Tubigrip™, 3" Wide X 40" Long, Unit Dose, Natural Latex (151013)
Tubular Support Bandage, Elastic, Tubigrip™ (Molnlycke Healthcare AB), 3" Wide x 40" Long (Size D), Unit Dose, Natural Latex, Washable, For Use in Wrapping Strains, Spains, Soft-Tissue Injuries, General Edema--Size D for Large Arms, Medium Ankles, Small Knees
Box: $56.38

DEROYAL
Dermanet® Wound Contact Layer (46-144)
6" x 72" non-adherent wound contact layer dressing roll. May be used dry or coated with topical ointment. Ideal for lining deep wounds before the application of packing materials or under gauze.
Case of 25: $166.40

DEROYAL
Deroyal Stockinette Impervious, Sterile (31-725)
Creates sterile moisture-proof barrier to reduce bacterial migration Hy'n Dry® available as 50/50 cotton/polyester blend or charleston 100% cotton.
Case of 20: $188.24

DUKAL
Hermitage Bandage Krimptex Rl 4.5 in X 3 (2116)
These bandage rolls are made of 100% cotton in a 6-ply crimped weave for comfort and reduced linting. They stretch and conform, making them ideal for hard-to-bandage areas, such as burns, head trauma and orthopedic applications. 4.5” wide. Supplied in soft pouch.
Case of 100: $64.80

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
E Fougera Bacitracin Ophthalmic Ointment (0168-0026-38)
E Fougera Bacitracin Ophthalmic Ointment 1/8 oz tube.
Each: $1.46

FOUGERA DIV ALTANA INC
E Fougera Hydrocortisone Cream 1% (0168-0154-31)
E Fougera Hydrocortisone Cream 1 %, 1 oz.
Pack of 6: $1.08

HARTMANN
Hartmann Bandage 3 in x 5 yd Elast 10 (50300000)
Contex® LF is a latex-free, premium grade woven bandage that offers consistent and dependable tension and firm support. Its high cotton content and latex-free elastomer make it cool and comfortable to wear while providing latex-sensitive patients and health professionals an alternative to latex rubber elastic bandages.
Case of 10: $21.53
HARTMANN
Hartmann Bandage Contex 4 inch Lf Sterile (50400000)
50400000 bandage elastic w/clips removable 4 inx5 yd cotton sterile latex-free
Case of 10: $23.96

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Medline Post-Op Gauze - Avant Gauze® Post-Op Sponges, Sterile 2's - 4" x 3" (NON21441)
More absorbent than cotton gauze sponges, these post-op sponges are filled with extra-absorbent cellulose fibers for those situations that require increased absorbency. The outer layer is constructed of our absorbent non-woven Avant Gauze® fibers. Packed in sterile 2's.
Case of 1200: $57.22

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Sheer-Gard® Sterile Bandages - 1" x 3" (NON25600)
Sheer-Gard® adhesive bandages are constructed with PVC-free durable polyethylene and perforated for breathability. These bandages feature even adhesion and a non-adherent island pad. Latex-Free.
Case of 1200: $32.07

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Medline 3% Hydrogen Peroxide 4 oz (HDXF0010)
Medi-pak hydrogen peroxide topical solution usp 3%, 4 oz
Case of 24: $15.13

MEDLINE INDUSTRIES
Carrington Moisture Guard - 3 oz tube (CRR104042)
A water-repellent moisturizer in a silicone base with Acemannan Hydrogel. Moisture Guard is lightweight and provides a moisture barrier to urine and fecal matter.
Case of 12: $61.49

SMITH & NEPHEW INC
Smith & Nephew Secura™ - Antimicrobial Skin Cleanser Benzethonium Chloride 8 oz. Spray Bottle (59430900)
No-rinse, one-step cleansing for perineum and body saves time Safety evaluated for pediatric use. Contains aloe and glycerin to condition and moisturize skin pH balanced Helps control odor
Case of 24: $124.56

PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
Propper Clip Michele 16 mm (301003)
Propper Michele Skin Closure Clip, 16 mm.
Case of 40: $54.18
PROPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
Propper Skin Closure Clip Serature® 18mm Sterile (304018)
Total surgeon control is provided when closing, removing or adjusting the tension of these clips with the precision-engineered forceps. The clips are also ideal for hard-to-suture areas such as the neck, scalp and tissue folds. ‘Wings' allow the clips to be opened and reclosed to check healing, and the tension can be adjusted at any time for patient comfort and best cosmetic result.
Case of 25: $51.33
medical supplies on demand
1201 Hahlo Street
Houston, TX  77020
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